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Abstract

We study the robustness of power-law random graphs to “random break-
downs” and to “targeted attacks” by computer simulation. We also consider one
of the aspects connected with forest fire models.

1 Introduction

We consider power-law random graphs with vertex degrees ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξN drawn inde-
pendently from the following distribution:

P{ξ ≥ k} = k−τ , k = 1, 2, . . . , i = 1, 2, . . . , N, (1)

where N is the number of vertices numbered from 1 to N and τ > 1 is the distribution
parameter.

The graphs are constructed as follows. Each vertex is given a certain degree in
accordance with the degree distribution (1). The vertex degree is the number of stubs
(or semiedges) that are numbered in an arbitrary order. The graph is constructed by
joining all the stubs equiprobably to form edges. If the sum of vertex degrees is odd
one stub is added to a random vertex.

Theoretical research in the field of power-law random graphs includes the study
of the limit behaviour of the structure characteristics of such graphs [3, 7] as well as
analysis of graph robustness to different types of breakdowns [2, 3, 6]. Along with the
theoretical approach simulation modeling is also one of the tools for studying these
objects.

2 Robustness or vulnerability?

To study the robustness of power-law graphs we considered the so called random graphs
of the Internet type [7] with the vertex degree distribution parameter τ ∈ (1, 2). These
graphs are deemed to be a good implementation of the Internet topology [4]. For these
values of parameter τ the distribution (1) has finite expectation and infinite variance.
Internet graphs are known to have one giant component of connected vertices [3, 6, 7].
We showed [5] that the structure of these graphs change dramatically with the change
of parameter τ , being less dependent on the graph size N . In particular, the structure
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of Internet graphs is one of the reasons why is it interesting to see how this structure
changes when some graph vertices are removed.

We considered two types of breakdowns: “random breakdown” when graph vertices
are removed equiprobably and “target attack” with a removal of vertices with the
highest degrees. We considered graphs of several sizes N from 500 to 5000 with 9
values of parameter τ from the interval (1, 2) with a step of 0.1 (for each pair (N, τ)
100 graphs were generated to form statistical data). A graph is deemed destroyed when
the size of the second biggest component becomes greater or equal to half the size of
the giant component.

Below are the results of the estimation of the regression dependence of the graph
destruction probability p on the percentage of removed vertices r and parameter τ (see
Fig. 1,2) with R2 = 0, 84 and R2 = 0, 76 respectively.
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Fig.1 Probability of graph destruction for “random

breakdown”.
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Fig.2 Probability of graph destruction for “target

attack”.

The results show that Internet graphs are much more vulnerable to “target attacks”
than to “random breakdowns”. In order to “destroy” such a graph by deleting high-
degree vertices it is enough to remove 3 − 7% of them. If however graph nodes are
broken randomly, it may be not ruined even if more than 60% of its vertices had
been removed. Furthermore, Internet graphs’ robustness also depends on the value of
parameter τ . In both breakdown cases the graph proved to be more resistant if the
value of τ was closer to 1 and more vulnerable as it moved closer to 2.

3 Forest fires

Here we used power-law random graphs to study one of the aspects of forest fires [1].
Let’s consider graph vertices as trees in a certain area of a real forest. Two vertices
are connected if on related trees a fire can move from one tree to another. We pose
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the question of finding out how many trees should initially be set on a certain area to
provide their maximum survival in case of a fire.

The preliminary conditions are as follows. We consider power-law random graphs
with vertex degree distribution (1) where parameter τ > 1. Let’s view a square area
sized 100× 100. And let’s place on this lattice 10000 trees in an orderly manner. This
means that under a full packing every tree has 8 adjacent neighbours. If an average
vertex degree i is less than 8, some graph edges will be missing. With these assumptions
and knowing that i = ζ(τ) (where ζ is Riemann zeta function), we found that on the
interval i ∈ (1, 8] graph size N ≤ 10000 is related to the parameter τ by the following
regression function N = 9256 τ−1.05 with R2 = 0.97 (see the table and Fig. 3):

i τ N
1.01 6.75 3350
1.21 2.96 3600
1.33 2.53 3750
1.42 2.32 3900
1.5 2.19 4000
1.6 2.05 4200
2 1.73 5000

2.66 1.49 4780
3 1.42 4489
4 1.29 5578
5 1.23 6700

5.33 1.21 7500
6 1.18 8350
7 1.16 8911
8 1.13 10000
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Fig.3 Regression relationship between N and τ .

The graph is constructed as it is described in the Introduction. We consider two
cases of fire startup: “random fire start” when the first removed vertex is chosen
equiprobably and “targeted fire start” with fire starting from a vertex with the biggest
degree. As “fire” starts it spreads along the edges to the connected vertices with a
given probability 0 < p ≤ 1. “Burned” vertices are removed from the graph. The aim
was to find the value of parameter τ = τ(p) for which the number of remaining vertices
g reaches its maximum.
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Fig.4 Relation between the number of remaining vertices

g and parameter τ (“random fire start”, p = 1).
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Fig.5 Relation between the number of remaining vertices

g and parameter τ (“targeted fire start”, p = 1).
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In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are shown the results obtained for p = 1 in the cases of “random
fire start” and “targeted fire start”, correspondingly. For example, in the “random”
case the number of remaining vertices is the maximal in the power-law graphs with
parameter τ = 2.45. The initial graph size N then equals 3605 and an average number
of vertices remaining after the fire is g ≈ 3580.

In both cases of “breakdown start” were obtained regression dependencies of the
number of vertices remained in a graph g on τ and the probability of fire spread p.
Below are given these models in the cases of “random start” (2) and “target start” (3):

g = 6008.8− 1915.3 p− 217.4 τ 2, (R2 = 0.91); (2)

g = 2938− 894.2 ln p− 74.5 τ 2, (R2 = 0.95). (3)

Obviously the number of remained vertices is decreasing with the increase of p.
There were found relations that describe the dependencies of g on τ for different values
of p and dependencies of g on p for different τ . This allowed to find the relation
between τmax = τmax(p) of parameter τ for with g reaches its maximum gmax on p and,
respectively, find the values of gmax = gmax(p). For example, for p = 1 and p = 0.6
under “random start” τmax(1) = 2.46, τmax(0.6) = 1.1, gmax(1) = 3585, gmax(0.6) =
4468, and under “target start” τmax(1) = 2.74, τmax(0.6) = 2.23, gmax(1) = 3216,
gmax(0.6) = 3995.

The study was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, grant
13-01-00009 and by the Strategic Development Programme of the Petrozavodsk State
University for years 2012–2016.
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